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ABSTRACT
The W. M. Keck Observatory is committed to maintaining the scientific leadership of our observing community by
matching our observers' skills and passions in their fields of astronomical science with a continuing dedication by
the Observatory and its collaborators to the development of state of the art instrumentation and systems. Our science
driven strategic plan guides these developments and informs our plans for the future. In this paper we describe the
performance of recently completed new instruments, instrument upgrades, and infrastructure upgrade projects. We
also describe the expected performance of projects currently in the development or construction phases. Projects
recently completed include a new laser for the Keck II AO system, the upgrade of the spectrograph detector in the
OSIRIS instrument, and the upgrade to the telescope control system on the Keck II telescope. Projects in
development include an upgrade to the telescope control system on the Keck I telescope, the blue channel of the
Keck Cosmic Web Imager, the red channel of the Keck Cosmic Web Imager, the Keck Planet Finder, a deployable
tertiary mirror for the Keck I telescope, an upgrade to the imager of OSIRIS, a major upgrade to the NIRSPEC
instrument, and a fiber feed from the Keck II AO system to NIRSPEC.
Keywords: Adaptive Optics, Infrared, Instrumentation, Integral Field, Laser Guide Star, Spectrograph, Targets of
Opportunity, Telescope Control

1. INTRODUCTION
Science operations at Keck I began in May 1993, and by October 1996 both telescopes were in full operation.
Today, two decades later, the W. M. Keck Observatory (WMKO) has an extensive suite of powerful scientific
instruments, and an impressive legacy of astronomical discoveries. Both telescopes have laser guide star adaptive
optics (AO) systems, and both telescopes have a full suite of instruments. On Keck I the instruments are LRIS and
MOSFIRE at the Cassegrain focus, HIRES on one Nasmyth platform, and OSIRIS with the AO system on the
opposite platform. An atmospheric dispersion compensator (ADC) is available on Keck I for use with LRIS. On
Keck II the Cassegrain instrument is ESI, while DEIMOS and NIRSPEC share one of the Nasmyth platforms, and
NIRC2 plus the AO system occupy the other Nasmyth focus. Information about all of these instruments can been
found on the WMKO web site. Of this suite of instruments, the newest is MOSFIRE, which has now been in
operation for four years. WMKO’s instrument suite has contributed to numerous scientific discoveries ranging from
solar system bodies and exoplanets, to the galactic center, to supernovae, and the high redshift universe. Developing
new instrumentation, improving facilities, and upgrading popular instruments, continues to be an important part of
our science driven strategic plan. In recent years we have been engaged in upgrades to LRIS and OSIRIS, and to the
AO systems. The next new instruments will be KCWI and NIRES. Work is also under way on a deployable tertiary
mirror for Keck 1. Currently, the Observatory is engaged in a new round of strategic planning which is being
developed by the Science Steering Committee (SSC) in partnership with Observatory staff and the astronomical
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communityy. Developmen
nts up through 2014 were deescribed at the last SPIE confference in this series. In this paper
we describbe progress on new
n instrumenntation and upggrades since ouur last overview
w [1].

2. NEW DEV
VELOPME
ENTS IN IN
NSTRUMEN
NTATION
2.1

New
w laser for the Keck II AO system
s

A new laseer has replaced
d the dye laser on
o the Keck II telescope’s lasser guide star (LGS)
(
adaptivee optics (AO) system
s
[2]. Referrred to as the neext generation laser (NGL), the
t laser was developed
d
by TOPTICA
T
Photonics AG andd MPB
Communiccations Inc. in
n collaboration with the Euroopean Southerrn Observatoryy and the Thirrty Meter Teleescope
project. Thhe new laser geenerates 19 W of optical pow
wer at the sodiium D2a line, and 1.9 W of power
p
at the sodium
D2b line. This
T two-line operation
o
allow
ws “re-pumpingg” of the sodiuum atoms from
m the lower grouund state into higher
h
states allow
wing renewed photon interacction and signnificantly increeasing the brigghtness of the LGS
L
image. On
O sky
testing of the
t laser began
n in December 2015 with a center
c
launch syystem (CLS). Figure
F
1 show
ws recent resultss from
the laser’s testing, demo
onstrating betteer beam qualitty and a 2.7 magnitude
m
impprovement in thhe sodium retuurn as
compared to the initial dye
d laser using a side launch system (SLS).. The new laseer’s return alsoo shows the exppected
dependencce on azimuth pointing due to
t the earth’s magnetic fieldd as demonstraated by Figuree 2 which show
ws the
return in R magnitude forr different poinnting directionss. The laser is now
n in use for science observving.
1.2
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pectrograph detector in the OSIRIS instrrument
Upggrade of the sp

The OSIRIIS integral fielld spectrograph (IFS) [3] used with the Keck
K
I AO systtem has receivved an upgradee to its
spectrograpph detector [5
5]. OSIRIS is a near-IR IFS covering the wavelength raange of 1 to 2.4
2 µm, with spatial
s
sampling scales
s
of 20, 35
5, 50, and 1000 milliarcseconnds. With suppoort from the National
N
Sciencce Foundation (NSF)
the Univerrsity of Califorrnia, Los Angeles (UCLA) Innfrared Laborattory has collabborated with WMKO
W
to desiggn and
implementt a new detecto
or head for OS
SIRIS, replacinng the instrumeent’s Hawaii-III detector and ARC generatiion III
readout syystem with a Hawaii-2RG and a Sidecarr ASIC basedd readout system. The new detector headd also
incorporateed a focus stage to assist inn verifying aliggnment by alloowing throughh focus motionn to measure tip-tilt.
t
After two cool downs th
he alignment and focusing of the detectoor was compleeted. The upgrrade has deliveered a
ment’s sensitivity as shown inn Table 1. The detector upgraade complimennts the
significant improvement to the instrum
grating upggrade completeed in 2012 [4] and together thhe two upgradees have increassed the sensitivvity of the instrrument
by 3 to 4 tiimes. The instrrument returnedd to science opperations on Appril 18, 2016.
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Central
Sampling Scale
Throughput Gain
Wavelength (µm)
(milliarcseconds)
New/old Detector
1.20
100
2.04
J
Jn1
1.26
35
2.09
J
Jn2
1.57
100
1.68
H
Hn2
2.17
35
1.63
K
Kn3
Table 1: Throughput gain from the new spectrograph detector in J, H, and K bands. Gain is the ratio of raw frame flux in
electrons for the same star observed using the old Hawaii-2 detector and the new Hawaii-2RG detector in the same filter and
sampling scale.
Band

2.3

Filter

Upgrade to the telescope control system on the Keck II telescope

The installation of the upgrade to the telescope control system of the Keck II telescope was completed in November
2015. On sky testing has demonstrated a significant improvement in blind pointing accuracy as well as
improvements in slew speed and open loop tracking performance [6]. The system passed its operational readiness
review in March 2016 and was first used for science on June 16, 2016. The system is being released for use with
each of the Keck II instruments on a progressive basis, the system will be released for all Keck II instruments by the
end of July 2016.
On-sky blind pointing performance is 1.24" rms using a model constructed with 7 months' pointing test data. The
best model fit ranges from 0.68" to 0.87" rms. This may be compared to the original system where the model fit was
~5" and frequently showed much worse on-sky blind pointing performance. A final tuning of the servo was
completed in May 2016 with the assistance of servo control expert Peter Thompson [7]. The system is now meeting
tracking requirements and shows improved wind-shake rejection. A conservative estimate of the time saved by the
improved pointing performance is 5 nights/year, determined using 1 years' worth of actual acquisitions.
2.4

Upgrade to the telescope control system on the Keck I telescope

The installation of the telescope control system upgrade on the Keck I telescope is complete and testing is in
progress. The first night-time engineering tests were conducted in May 2016. The best model fit is < 1.4" rms. The
Keck I upgrade was successfully pressed into service for one MOSFIRE science night due to a fault with the
existing system. It is anticipated that the remaining Keck I system engineering tests and on-sky tests with each Keck
I science instrument will be completed by the end of September 2016.
2.5

Blue channel of the Keck Cosmic Web Imager

KCWI, the Keck Cosmic Web Imager, is an integral field spectrograph for the visible wavelengths being developed
for the Keck II telescope by the California Institute of Technology, UCLA, the University of California, Santa Cruz,
(UCSC), and WMKO. KCWI will provide seeing-limited integral field spectroscopy with moderate to high spectral
resolution, high efficiency, and excellent sky subtraction with available nod and shuffle capability. KCWI is a two
channel instrument designed for phased implementation with the blue channel covering the wavelength range of 350
to 560 nm, and the red channel covering 530 to 1050 nm. The instrument’s key performance parameters are shown
in Table 2.
Parameter Value
Field of View Selectable: 20" x (8.4|16.8| 33.6)"
Spatial Res./Sampling Selectable: 0.35" x (0.35|0.7|1.4)"
Spectral Resolution Selectable: 1,000 to 20,000
Bandpass (red & blue) 350 to 1050 nm
Efficiency >40% (instrument)
3σ Sensitivity in 1 Hour 10-7 to 10-6 ph/s/cm2/arcseccond2/Å
Light Bucket Sensitivity 200 LU in 10 hours
Background Subtraction 0.01% of sky
Plate Scale 0.15" pixel-1
Table 2: KCWI key performance parameters
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The instrum
ment with the blue channel is
i currently in the
t full scale development
d
phase. The bluee channel’s passsband
covers 3500 to 560 nm. A selection of 5 gratings is prrovided for thee blue channel allowing spectral resolutionss from
1,000 to 200,000. The insttrument’s optoo-mechanical assembly [8] annd alignment iss complete. Thhe work remainning to
complete the
t instrument consists of the fabrication and
a testing of the cart and jaacking system needed to move the
instrumentt from a storag
ge position to the
t in-beam poosition at the Keck
K
II right Nasmyth
N
focus, and the fabriication
and installaation of the insstrument’s lighht tight enclosuure. Delivery off the completedd instrument iss expected in thhe late
fall of 20166 with first ligh
ht in early 2017.
2.6

Red channel of th
he Keck Cosmic Web Imageer

The complletion of the blue
b
channel innstrument in 2016
2
will be foollowed by thee design and construction
c
off a red
channel uppgrade for KCW
WI. This will provide
p
a passbband from 530 to 1050 nm with
w a deep deppletion red optiimized
CCD and a selection of 7 gratings and 6 selectable order sorting filters. The reed channel willl share the k-m
mirror
image de-rrotator, calibrattion unit, IFU, and collimatoor optics with thhe blue channeel via a dichroiic beam splitteer. The
red upgradde will also reequire the adddition of an offf-axis trackingg guider. The blue channel only version of the
instrumentt shares the sciience field k-m
mirror with a guuide camera viia small dichrooic beam splittter that sends the
t red
channel ligght to an on-aaxis camera. This
T
was done for cost reasoons, and will be
b removed when
w
the red chhannel
upgrade is installed. The current projecct plan schedulees delivery of the
t upgrade to the observatorry in late 2018.. After
installationn on the KCWII instrument firrst light for thee red channel uppgrade is expeected in March 2019.
2.7

The Keck Planet Finder
F

The Keck Planet Finder [9] is a fiber fed
f visible waavelength (400 nm to 870 nm
m with two chaannels) spectroograph
optimized for precision radial velocityy observations.. The instrumeent is being deeveloped in coollaboration wiith the
University of California,, Berkeley’s Sppace Sciences Laboratory annd the Universiity of Hawaii. A block diagrram of
the instrum
ment is shown in
i Figure 3.

Figuure 3: Block Diaggram of the Kecck Planet Finder

Light from
m the Keck II teelescope will feed
f
the Keck Planet
P
Finder Fiber
F
Injectionn Unit (FIU), which
w
will be loocated
on the Nassmyth platform
m of the Keck II telescope. This system will
w include ann atmospheric dispersion corrrector
(ADC), a tip/tilt
t
mirror for
f image stabiilization, a caliibration light innput, and the acquisition
a
andd guide cameraa. The
FIU also foocuses light fro
om the telescoppe onto a sciennce fiber, a skyy fiber (to monnitor contaminaation from mooonlight
and the skky background), and a fiber sending UV light
l
to a smalll spectrometer monitoring the
t Calcium H & K
spectral linnes (to monitorr contaminationn from stellar activity).
a
The sciencce and sky fibeers will travel 70
7 m to the Keeck Planet Findder spectrometter, located in the beam combbining
room in thhe observatory basement. In order
o
to isolatee the spectrom
meter from its environment,
e
thhe spectrometeer will
be placed within a vacuu
um chamber (for isolation against
a
changes in atmospherric pressure), and
a within a pair
p of
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nested, insulated rooms (for isolation against temperature changes at the milli-Kelvin level, which can affect the
spectrometer through expansion and contraction).
The optical fiber to feed allows the needed isolation between the spectrograph and the motion of the telescope and
also provides an effective “scrambler” that increases the illumination stability at the spectrograph entrance. To
improve the scrambling performance, the science fiber will be an octagonal fiber, and the fiber system will include a
scrambler system, consisting either of a small ball lens, or a pair of lenses, that swap the near and far fields of the
fiber output. This system then feeds a short length of octagonal fiber to further homogenize the scrambler output.
Fiber modal noise can also cause illumination instabilities as the output of a fiber, and to mitigate that effect an
agitator will be employed to mechanically move the science and sky fibers. Following the scrambler, the science
fiber system ends at the input to the reformatter. This system takes the light leaving the fiber, and rearranges it into
three “slices”, aligned along the spectrometer (virtual) slit. This system effectively allows the Keck Planet Finder
spectrometer to be three times smaller than a traditional spectrometer would be, given the aperture and image scale
of the Keck telescopes.
The sky fiber also terminates at the reformatter. Although the sky fiber is not reformatted like the science fiber, its
light passes through the reformatter and is converted to the f/8 focal ratio that the core spectrometer accepts.
Also shown in Figure 3 is a calibration system, which will reside in the observatory basement near the spectrometer.
This will consist of the typical spectrometer calibration sources (Thorium-Argon lamps for wavelength calibration
and a quartz lamp for flat fielding). There will also be provision for future, high line density calibration sources like
Fabry-Perot etalons or laser frequency combs to be easily added to the system. These sources will feed an
integrating sphere (with a rotating mirror inside to mitigate modal noise effects), which will then feed two fibers.
One fiber will travel up to the telescope, where the FIU will focus the calibration light it contains onto the science
and sky fibers. The second fiber will travel directly to the spectrometer, pass through the reformatter as the sky fiber
does (i.e. without reformatting), and provide a simultaneous calibration source during a science exposure.
Also included within the KPF system is a separate, small spectrometer to monitor the Calcium H & K spectral lines
(for stellar activity that could mimic Doppler shifts), and an exposure meter (to determine the flux-weighted
midpoint of each spectrum, for accurate barycentric corrections).
The Keck Planet Finder has completed its system design phase, and is now in the preliminary design phase with
funding from the Heising-Simons Foundation. The preliminary design review is planned for 2017, and first light is
expected in 2019.
2.8

A deployable tertiary mirror for the Keck I telescope

With funding from an NSF MRI grant, the University of California Observatories (UCO) on the UCSC campus is
collaborating with WMKO in the development of a deployable tertiary mirror for the Keck I telescope, called the
“Keck 1 Deployable Tertiary Mirror” or “K1DM3” [10]. The K1DM3 is a module based on the design of the
existing tertiary mirror module, but employing a smaller mirror to make retraction from the beam practical. While
the Keck telescopes support a 20' of view (FOV), the current Nasmyth platform instruments on Keck I (HIRES and
Keck I AO with OSIRIS) require much smaller FOVs. The K1DM3 supports an un-vignetted FOV of 4.7'. The
K1DM3 module will remain in the telescope at all times and can move between the deployed and retracted positions
in less than 120 s. This will allow observers to select between the currently installed Cassegrain instrument (LRIS or
MOSFIRE), and the two Nasmyth instruments, HIRES or OSIRIS.
Figure 4 shows the K1MD3 in the retracted and deployed configurations. The K1DM3 has completed its detailed
design review and is in the full scale development phase. Delivery to the observatory is expected in late 2016 with
completion of commissioning planned for mid-2017.
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2.9

An upgrade
u
to thee imager of OSIRIS

UCLA andd the observato
ory are also coollaborating onn the developm
ment of an upgrrade to the imager for the OSIRIS
O
instrumentt [11]. The imaager upgrade will
w replace thee entire imagerr optical path and
a uses a Haw
waii-2RG detecctor to
provide ~99 milliarsecond
d/pixel resolution with an 18..4" x 18.4" FO
OV. This FOV is large enouggh to image all of the
well know
wn astrometric references useed to establishh the astrometrric frame usedd for synoptic observations of the
Galactic Center.
C
The upg
grade is designed to provide low
l distortion (~1%) and willl also provide increased senssitivity
due to the higher quantu
um efficiency (QE) of the Hawaii-2RG.
H
T optical dessign provides a well formedd pupil
The
allowing a high efficienccy cold stop. The
T upgrade also increases the
t number of filters availabble by providinng two
new filter wheels
w
with 18
8 positions eacch. One of the wheels is locaated at the pupil plane with some
s
positions being
used for seelectable size cold stops. The opto-mechaniccal layout of thhe upgrade is shown in Figuree 5.

Figure 5: OSIRIS Imager Upgrade Opto--mechanical Layyout
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The upgrade completed a design review in April 2016 and installation is planned for late in 2016 with
commissioning in early 2017.
2.10 A major upgrade to the NIRSPEC instrument
Near-IR spectroscopy from 1 to 5 μm with NIRSPEC, the Near-IR SPECtrometer [12][13] on the Keck II telescope
at WMKO has been responsible for numerous important discoveries since its first on-sky observations in 1999.
Since that time considerable progress has been made in infrared detector technology, and many of NIRESPEC’s
supporting systems, especially those used for detector readout and control are obsolete. The NIRSPEC upgrade [14]
will replace the spectrograph’s 1024 x 1024 pixel Aladdin III detector with a 5 µm cutoff Hawaii-2RG. The smaller
pixels will increase spectral resolution from 25,000 (0.43" slit, ~3-pixel sampling to 37,500 (0.29" slit, ~4-pixel
sampling). The lower noise and greater QE of the Hawaii-2RG will improve sensitivity by 1 magnitude for
wavelengths shorter than 2 µm. Figure 6 shows the predicted gain in SNR at various wavelengths with the Hawaii2RG. Compared to the Aladdin 3 the Hawaii-2RG offers at least a 5-fold reduction in read noise (4.5 e- for the
Hawaii-2RG vs. 23 e- with 16 Fowler samples), and as much as a 70-fold reduction in dark current (as low as 0.01
e-/s for the Hawaii-2RG vs. 0.7 e-/s).
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Figure 6: Spectrograph SNR improvement vs. flux level for a 1-hour exposure at representative wavelengths in each IR band.
The dashed lines show the current performance with the Aladdin 3, and the dotted lines show the loss in SNR due to the
intermittent excess noise in the current system. The solid lines show the predicted improvement with the Hawaii-2RG (indicated
by the vertical arrows). The gain is most dramatic for faint sources.

The upgrade will also replace the slit viewing camera optics and detector extending the passband of the slit viewing
camera to 5 μm [15]. This upgrade will use a Hawaii-1RG detector, and both the slit viewing camera and
spectrograph detector upgrades will use the Sidecar ASIC and Sidecar Acquisition Module (also used in the OSIRIS
upgrades). The slit viewing camera is fed with light reflected from the spectrograph slits, and while in-band guiding
for L and M band will often be an improvement, especially for faint sources, provisions will be made to allow a
mode where the thermal IR (> 2 μm) is cut-off allowing out of band guiding on bright sources
We will also investigate how the spectral line calibration of the spectrograph can be improved with the goal of
improving the precision of radial velocity measurements. Finally, new mechanism control and temperature
monitoring and control systems will share a common spares pool with MOSFIRE and increase NIRSPEC’s useful
lifetime and maintainability. New server and control computers will accompany a complete upgrade of the
instrument’s software with a modern client-server architecture based on the proven software developed for
MOSFIRE. Instrument user interface (UI) software has also progressed with better graphical UI development
environments and the NIRSPEC upgrade will take advantage of the UI improvements introduced with MOSFIRE.
This commonality of software and user interface design will reduce the time needed to help new observers gain
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familiarity with NIRSPEC and will also improve the response time for software support because of the shared code
base with MOSFIRE and future WMKO instruments such as KCWI.
The upgrade is currently in the design phase with a design review planned for later this year. Installation of the
upgrade will start approximately one year later, with first light in early 2018.
2.11 A fiber feed from the Keck II AO system to NIRSPEC
A fiber optic feed from the Keck II AO system to NIRSPEC is under development with funding from the HeisingSimons Foundation. Initially planned as a K-band feed [16] this will be expanded to allow an H-band feed as well,
along with precision radially velocity calibration using a laser frequency comb. The K-band fiber feed will be
combined with a vortex coronagraph mask in the AO system for Doppler imaging.

3. CONCLUSIONS
WMKO has continued to develop new capabilities to serve its world leading community of observers. A new
strategic plan is in development that will guide instrumentation efforts in the future, this plan is being developed
with substantial participation from the national community and from our growing international partnership as well.
As we develop new instruments we also look for opportunities to upgrade our existing ones. Such upgrades have
proven to be very rewarding in terms of science gain and improved operational stability and maintainability. We
expect to maintain this combined approach as we continue the Observatory’s third decade.
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